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Dolbey’s End-to-End ICD-10 Solutions
Dolbey has put a wider lens on the view of preparing for ICD-10. The challenge is not just
coding, it is a documentation problem. That is why Dolbey is so uniquely qualified to be your
ICD-10 solution partner. Our solutions start at the point that documentation is being created –
the ICD-10 epicenter. Fusion Voice® and Fusion Expert® provide both the dictation and speech
recognition applications that touch the physician first. This extends through transcription to case
management for clinical documentation improvement and finally with coding using Fusion CAC™
for computer-assisted coding. End-to-end, Dolbey has your solution.
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As a provider of solutions that touch every step
of the documentation and coding process, Dolbey
stands alone as your partner in providing unique
ICD-10 solutions.

The Fusion Voice dictation management system is an enterprisewide solution that now offers the patent-pending DocAssist™
application to guide physicians toward documenting accurate
ICD-10 PCS codes by telephone or PC.
Fusion Expert is front-end speech recognition for real-time
creation of reports for all clinical applications. Equipped
with DocAssist, physicians are prompted for missing report
information, resulting in the correct ICD-10 PCS code.
Extended Query Link or EQL™ is a powerful physician query
solution that combines the features of Fusion CAC in creating
templates, performing queries and tracking results with the
ease and accessibility of Fusion Voice and Fusion Expert.
The natural language processing power of Fusion CAC precodes charts as they are being created. Case management/
CDI can rely on these codes to identify problems before the
patient is gone. Coders experience increases in productivity
and efficiency which is key to a revenue-neutral transition to
ICD-10.
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Dolbey solutions orchestrate an ICD-10 documentation strategy combined with a computerassisted coding solution for the peak of preparedness. Call today for more information.

www.dolbey.com

800-878-7828
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